The impact of optic nerve movement on optic nerve magnetic resonance diffusion parameters
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Background: Optic nerve diffusion imaging is a useful investigational tool of optic nerve microstructure, but is limited by eye-movement-induced optic nerve movement and artifacts from surrounding cerebrospinal fluid, fat, bone and air. Attempts at improving patient cooperation, thus voluntarily limiting eye movement during a standard diffusion imaging sequence, are usually futile. The aim of this study was to establish the impact of optic nerve movement on clinical diffusion parameters of the optic nerve.

Method: Twenty-nine healthy volunteers with intact vision and intact conjugate gaze were recruited and subjected to magnetic resonance diffusion-weighted imaging (DWI) and diffusion-tensor imaging (DTI) of the optic nerves. Twenty right eyes had nerve tracking done using single-shot echo-planar imaging at 20 time points over 3 minutes. Optic nerve movement measurements were correlated with diffusion parameters of apparent diffusion coefficient (ADC), mean diffusivity (MD), fractional anisotropy (FA) and anisotropic index (AI) using Spearman’s rank correlation.

Results: No significant correlations were noted between optic nerve movement parameters and ADC in the axial plane and MD of the optic nerve. Low to moderate negative correlations were noted between optic nerve movement parameters and AI and FA and positive correlation with ADC in the radial plane.

Conclusion: Optic nerve movement documented during the timespan of standard diffusion sequences (DWI and DTI) has a negative effect on the anisotropic diffusion parameters of the optic nerve. With greater eye movement, optic nerve diffusion appears less anisotropic owing to greater radial diffusion.

Introduction

Optic nerve (ON) diffusion imaging has gained prominence as a useful investigational tool for optic nerve microstructure and pathology.1,2,3 Whilst initially developed to demonstrate the effects of chronic optic neuritis on ON structure, its use in recent studies has revealed early changes in acute optic neuritis, too.4 The anticipated benefit of detecting these early changes is better understanding of the pathophysiology of processes affecting the optic nerve and possibly the development of better strategies to prevent and reverse such damage. ON diffusion imaging has also been used both qualitatively and quantitatively for ischemic optic neuropathy, glaucoma and Cryptococcus-induced visual loss.5,6,7 Different pulse sequences and imaging protocols for ON diffusion imaging have been used (Table 1). The lack of standardisation of imaging parameters has had apparently little effect on the quantitative assessment of ON diffusion parameters. Good consistency for such parameters has been determined using the different techniques of Iwasawa’s intravoxel incoherent motion (IVIM),8 Wheeler-Kingshott’s zonal oblique multislice echo planar imaging (ZOOM EPI),9 Chabert’s non-Carr-Purcell-Meiboom-Gill fast spin echo (non-CPMG FSE)10 and our coronal oblique method.11 Each method, unfortunately, has its own limitation. The ON is surrounded firstly by cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) within the optic nerve sheath, and then by fat within a bony orbit which is bordered by paranasal sinuses containing air. In most of the ON diffusion techniques, fluid-attenuated inversion recovery (FLAIR) and fat saturation are utilised to minimise the CSF and fat artifact surrounding the nerve, respectively. We used fat saturation (spectral presaturation with inversion recovery [SPIR]) to suppress the fat signal and a high, but clinically widely used, diffusion gradient (b = 1000 s/mm2) instead of FLAIR, to reduce the CSF artifact.12 The benefit of this method was improved identification of the ON on b = 0 s/mm2 images. On coronal oblique imaging, the nerve appears centrally hypo-intense and is surrounded by hyper-intense CSF in the peri-optic space. Susceptibility artifact from the bone and air are minimised by using sensitivity encoding (SENSE), averaging and Rayleigh noise reduction.13 ON motion, however, cannot be entirely eradicated, but merely decreased by asking the subject to be calm, listen to relaxing music, and focus on a target placed in his central field of view. We asked subjects to focus on an orange
To investigate the pathophysiology of various ON disorders, including those which derange the CSF flow dynamics of the nerve and surrounding CSF, it would be useful to have some quantitative measure of the flow within the CSF and ON, and therefore it is necessary to look at factors, such as movement, that influence the accuracy of quantitation. All research done so far on ON diffusion has not factored in the influence of ON movement, that influence the accuracy of quantitation. All research done so far on ON diffusion has not factored in the influence of ON movement and it is not uncommon with single-shot EPI to image an apparent ‘double nerve’ as a result of movement. The effect of this movement on ON diffusion parameters has not been previously investigated.

The first aim of this study was to determine the amount of movement of the ON that occurs during the timespan of a standard diffusion imaging study when attempts were made to reduce movement. The second aim was to determine the effect of this movement on the diffusion parameters, namely apparent diffusion coefficient (ADC), mean diffusivity (MD), fractional anisotropy (FA) and AI of the ON.

### Method

Full ethical approval for the study was obtained from the Grey’s Hospital Ethics Committee and the University of KwaZulu-Natal Ethics Department. Informed consent was obtained from healthy volunteers with intact visual acuity and ocular motor function demonstrating preserved conjugate eye movements in the horizontal and vertical axes. Each volunteer underwent full neuro-ophthalmological examination, to ensure normality of visual function, and an MRI scan of the orbits and brain. A 1.5T Philips Gyroscan was used for magnetic resonance (MR) diffusion-weighted imaging (DWI) and diffusion-tensor imaging (DTI) of the brain and ONs using the coronal oblique technique for each nerve as previously reported. A clinically relevant diffusion gradient of $b = 1000 \, \text{s/mm}^2$ was selected for the orthogonal three-axis DWI acquisitions, and fat-saturated (SPIR) single-shot EPI using SENSE without cardiac gating was used. EPI was acquired using echo time (TE) = 93 ms, repetition time (TR) = 3000 ms, 180 mm field of view (FOV), matrix = 112 x 128 and 4 mm slice thickness. DTI was obtained in 15 directions and longitudinal, axial and mean diffusivity values were selected for analysis. Twenty-nine volunteers were recruited who demonstrated bilateral visual acuity of 6/6 or better, full range of extra-ocular movement and acuity and ocular motor function demonstrating preserved conjugate eye movements. ON tracking using single-shot EPI followed immediately after DWI and DTI of the ON. An MRI-compatible eye-tracking device was not available for this study. We therefore opted for MR EPI optic nerve tracking, which is limited in that the nerve tracking could not be performed at the same time as diffusion acquisition. However, subjects were made to lie on the table for at least 25 minutes prior to the acquisition of DWI and DTI of the ONs, when standard brain imaging of FLAIR, T1W, T2W and DWI were acquired. This period prior to diffusion imaging of the ONs and EPI tracking of the ONs allowed the subjects to settle down and acclimatise to the MRI milieu. We therefore postulated that when ON diffusion and EPI tracking were acquired, the subjects’ emotional state and level of anxiety were generally stable and equivalent, hence resulting in a similar amount of eye movement during both acquisitions. Conjugate eye movements were essential...
as only the tracking of the right ON was done. ON movement measurements so obtained could therefore be correlated to diffusion parameters from the right and left eyes. Twenty snapshots of the ON were done in 3 minutes, which was the equivalent duration of the standard ON diffusion study. Images were spaced at 9-second intervals from each other. During both studies, the subjects, while relaxing and listening to light music, was asked to fixate on an orange sticker placed in their field of view on the inner anterior surface of the MRI scanner. ONs selected for analysis were those that were easily identified on the b = 0 s/mm² coronal oblique diffusion images.

ON tracking was done on the image series acquired for 20/29 volunteers using the 20 images obtained for each subject over the 3-minute period. The 20 images were acquired in a plane perpendicular to the long axis of the nerve, and positioned to include the orbital segment of the nerve midway between the optic canal and the globe where minimal artifact from surrounding bone and paranasal sinus air was present. A target of 1 pixel size (1.6 mm x 1.6 mm) was placed in the centre of the ON in the coronal oblique image (Figure 1) for all 20 images. The position of the ON in image 1 was labelled as the reference point (x₁, y₁) with which all subsequent 19 images were compared. The ON movement parameters (viz. total distance moved from the reference point, total area of displacement and displacement in the x and y axes) were recorded. Figures 2a–2c show displacement of the ON in the x axis, y axis and the x-y plane. All simulations were performed in MATLAB R2009b. The total distance (sum of all the 19 distances recorded on the images from the starting point) from the reference point was calculated using the formula:

\[
d(x) = x_{20} - x_1 + \ldots + \text{distance }(x_{i}, y_{i} - x_{i-1}, y_{i-1})
\]

where distance (a,b,c,d) = \((a-c)^2 + (b-d)^2)^{1/2}\) and is expressed in mm.

The displacement in the x and y axes was calculated in reference to the starting points x₁ and y₁ respectively. The x displacement of \(d(x) = x_{i} - x_{i-1}\) and y displacement of \(d(y) = y_{i} - y_{i-1}\) for \(i = 1–20\). Area of displacement was calculated as \((\text{max } x - \text{min } x) \times (\text{max } y - \text{min } y)\) and was expressed in mm².

The ON slice approximately midway through the orbital segment of the nerve was used for diffusion analysis to match the segment chosen for movement analysis. It is the segment of the ON that is least susceptible to surrounding bone and air artifact, and is best visualised on diffusion imaging. A 2 x 2 pixel, square region of interest (ROI) was placed on the centre of the nerve from which diffusion parameters were obtained. The diffusion parameters (viz. ADC, MD, FA and AI) were obtained by imaging the ONs separately in the coronal oblique plane on DWI and DTI. ADC and AI were obtained from DWI whereas MD and FA were obtained from DTI. DWI acquisition was repeated in three orthogonal axes in order to obtain ADCs for each direction. The radial diffusion was the average of the two ADCs in the radial plane and compared with the axial diffusion when calculating the AI. Hence AI was calculated using the formula \(AI = 2λ_1/(λ_2 + λ_3)\), where \(λ_1\) = axial diffusion and \(λ_2, λ_3\) = radial diffusion in the other two orthogonal axes (Table 2).

**Statistics**

Spearman’s rank correlation was used to assess the association between movement and diffusion parameters owing to the small sample size, and the t-test to test for significance. Significance level was set at \(p < 0.05\). Statistical analysis was done in STATA, version 12.

**Results**

From the 29 healthy volunteers recruited, 26 right eyes and 26 left eyes were analysed for diffusion parameters owing to poor nerve visualisation in those excluded. Table 1 shows the demographic profile of the volunteers and the diffusion parameters recorded. Comparison is made with other reported diffusion sequences. Of the 29 volunteers, 20 had right optic nerve tracking recorded by the single-shot EPI method. The average total distance moved by the optic nerve during the 3 minutes’ recording was 11.8 mm (range 5.7–23.7) despite requesting the patient to fixate on the orange sticker placed overhead on the MRI scanner (Table 2). Eye movement was perhaps a combination of voluntary and involuntary saccadic movement. Spearman’s rank correlation showed low to moderate negative correlations between ON movement parameters and AI and FA of the ON (Table 2). Whilst the t-test did not reach significance levels, a trend towards this negative correlation was evident, especially in relation to ON displacement in the x-axis and AI (Table 2). No significant correlations were noted between any of the ON movement parameters and ADC in the axial plane and MD of the ON (Table 2).

Table 1 shows fairly similar diffusion parameters with and without CSF suppression, and the current values fall within the range of values that have been reported.
ON diffusion as an investigational tool for ON microstructure in normal and pathological conditions is gaining in popularity.\(^2,5,6,11,12\) Objective, reproducible and verifiable MR sequences for diffusion is paramount in maintaining this impetus. The influence of eye movement, however, remains a problem. Intuitively, one might tend to consider that ON movement affects the Brownian motion of water molecules within the nerve and consequently on ON diffusion imaging.

The range of movement between the immediate retrobulbar portion of the intra-orbital ON is far more than the pre-canicular portion which is fixed.\(^3\) ON diffusion studies usually examine the mid-portion of the orbital ON which is relatively free from the susceptible artifacts of surrounding bone and air.\(^1,4,13\). The amount of movement by this portion of the nerve is therefore of relevance to the diffusion parameters measured in that region. Obsessive attempts to limit this movement invariably result in frustrated and less co-operative subjects. Wheeler-Kingshott \textit{et al.} have shown that asking the subject to fixate on a point for 5 minutes or more does not significantly reduce eye movement.\(^14\)

ON movement distorts diffusion imaging of the nerve. Six eyes had to be excluded from analysis owing to poor visualisation as a result of eye movement. Where analysis was possible, Table 1 shows that the results obtained were reliable. The ADC, MD, FA and AI of the ON obtained in the present study are comparable to those of Wheeler-Kingshott \textit{et al.}, Iwasawa \textit{et al.} and Chabert \textit{et al.} (Table 1).

Despite attempts to limit ON movement, both voluntary and involuntary saccadic movements are unavoidable during a DWI or DTI recording of between 3 and 5 minutes. Macroscopically, the ON moves appreciably during a 3-minute recording. We recorded a mean total distance of 11.8 mm (range 5.7 – 23.7) over a mean area of 5.2 mm\(^2\) (range 0.6 – 22.1). No significant correlation was noted between ON movement parameters and ADC in the axial plane and MD. However, low to moderate negative correlations were noted between ON movement parameters and FA and AI. The \(t\)-test showed a trend towards significance even though significance levels were not reached, which may be the result of the small sample size. Movement of the nerve, which physiologically occurs in the radial plane (x and y displacement), did not significantly affect ADC in the axial plane and MD, but moderately increased ADC in the radial plane, resulting in less anisotropy of the nerve and subsequently a lower AI. Increased radial diffusion with ON movement also moderately lowered the FA even though significance levels were not reached. The moderate correlations of ON displacement in the x direction and ADC in the radial direction did not reach statistical significance (\(p = 0.17\), but this too may be the result of the small sample size.

Surprisingly, not suppressing the peri-optic CSF had no significant effect on ON diffusion parameters from DWI and DTI in our series when compared with those where CSF suppression was done. The advantage of not suppressing the CSF signal is better identification of the nerve on \(b = 0 \text{s/mm}^2\) images. An additional benefit is recording of peri-optic CSF diffusion parameters that can potentially be applied to disorders that involve the peri-optic CSF space, such as papilloedema.

A limitation of the present study was the inability to track movement of ONs during the actual performance of DWI.

**Discussion**

ON diffusion as an investigational tool for ON microstructure in normal and pathological conditions is gaining in popularity.\(^2,5,6,11,12\) Objective, reproducible and verifiable MR sequences for diffusion is paramount in maintaining this

---

**FIGURE 2:** Sample displacement of the optic nerve in 20 snapshots in the x and y axes and the x-y plane from one subject; (a), x-axis; (b), y-axis; (c), x-y plane.
TABLE 2: Optic nerve movement parameters and effect on diffusion parameters in 20 patients.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Optic nerve movement parameters</th>
<th>Spearman’s correlation between optic nerve movement and optic nerve diffusion parameters</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>M (range) / SD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total distance moved (mm)</td>
<td>11.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(5.7 – 23.7)/3.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total area of displacement (mm²)</td>
<td>5.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.6 – 22.1)/3.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Displacement in the x-axis (mm)</td>
<td>2.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.8 – 5.1)/0.97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Displacement in the y-axis (mm)</td>
<td>2.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.7 – 7.5)/1.61</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ADC</th>
<th>MD</th>
<th>FA</th>
<th>AI</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Optic nerve</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>0.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Optic nerve</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Optic nerve</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>0.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Optic nerve</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>-0.07</td>
<td>-0.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Optic nerve</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>-0.37</td>
<td>-0.37</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

ADC, apparent diffusion coefficient measured using diffusion-weighted imaging; MD, mean diffusivity measured using diffusion tensor imaging; FA, fractional anisotropy; AI, anisotropy index calculated as 2ُ(λ₂/λ₁ + λ₃), where λ₁ = axial diffusion and λ₂, λ₃ = radial diffusion; SD, standard deviation. Spearman’s correlation coefficient: Low or no correlation 0 ≤ r < 0.3; moderate correlation 0.3 ≤ r < 0.7; strong correlation 0.7 ≤ r < 1 (* indicates negative correlation).

and DTI of the ON. Nevertheless, we feel that the amount of ON movement was a good reflection of the mental and physical state of the subject as no time was wasted between imaging sequences. Both studies were done about 25 minutes into the entire MR imaging, when the subject was more settled. The concern of co-registration of diffusion volumes from the ON and surrounding CSF was addressed by the short scanning time with snapshots of the ON taken within 9 seconds. With the mean displacement of the ON during the entire 180 seconds being 2.1 mm ± 0.97 mm in the x-axis and 2.2 mm ± 1.61 mm in the y-axis, one could predict that with each image acquisition over a 9-second interval, the ON would have spent most of the time close to or within the reference point (Table 2). The standard deviations given are of the order of 1 pixel in size. The ON is normally 4 mm – 6 mm in diameter, therefore manual placement of the 2 x 2 pixel ROI within the nerve also avoided co-registration of diffusion volumes between the ON and surrounding CSF.

Our study provides reasonable evidence that macroscopic ON movement has an effect on radial diffusion obtained from the mid-portion of the orbital segment of the ON. The result is lowering of the AI and FA. Consequently, future studies that evaluate anisotropic diffusion of the ON need to take into account the effect of ON movement and motion correction methods or software devised to reduce the errors. MD, as expected, is unaffected by this movement as it is a scalar average of the diffusion tensor. Furthermore, recording of ON movement as obtained with rapid sequential single-shot EPI is valid and a reasonable reflection of the amount of eye movement during standard MR sequences.
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